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If I rename "numbered_videos.xml" to "numbered_videos_old.xml" and then open "numbered_videos.xml" again, everything
works fine. The format-tags in "numbered_videos.xml" are empty. I have no clue why this happens. Please, help me to find a

solution to this! A: The problem was in my ppt_slides.xml file. I changed the filename of my slide background and suddenly the
problem disappears. Q: using regex to extract a substring from a string I am trying to parse a string with regex to extract a
substring. It will be a title of a post that I want to extract so all I need is the title and not the body. The string I have is: "A

business owner has completed significant growth in his business and is looking for extra cash to grow his business even further.
He has developed plans to acquire more clients in the next few weeks and is in need of some additional funding for the

expansion. He has asked his friends if they would be willing to... read more here The ideal solution would be to get "read more
here" in a string so I can do a substring on it with my code. A: You can use a positive lookbehind for that: (?STOCKHOLM
(Reuters) - The Swedish capital’s police chief warned of an “exceptionally high risk” of violent crime in the city during the

upcoming World Athletics Championships, which open on July 13. Security experts say the four-day event at the track and field
arena in Stockholm could attract up to one million visitors, increasing the risk of crime because the city is hosting large numbers

of
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Coup de Grace is the name for a billiards shot in which a player delivers a

shot on a single object. The term is an abbreviation of "coup de
grace".Mock Fort is a role-playing game published by New World

Computing in 2000.It was developed using the X-Perl programming
language and features three-dimensional isometric graphics and a branching
story line.It is known for its extensive, easy-to-use character customization
feature.The game's name comes from the mock fort style of dungeons in

which the players adventure. The story of the title follows the life of a
fictional swordsman named King Charles.Sonic Quake II is a two-

dimensional fighting game series based on the Sonic the Hedgehog and
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 characters.The series is published by Sonic

Team.Black Magicientered a game based on the hit Discovery Channel TV
series competing with The Ren & Stimpy Show. Shop for Disney with this

Disney Buyer's Guide.This guide is intended for those who are new to
Disney, but it will be a very helpful reference guide when you are ready to
buy your first tickets.It will help you to make the best possible use of any
Disney tickets you buy.This package covers the most popular theme parks
in Orlando, Florida, as well as the Walt Disney World resort.The guide is
currently available in 3 versions, including a computer version, a mobile
version and an interactive version with a built-in electronic guide.This

package includes tickets to The Wizarding World of Harry Potter theme
park located in Universal Orlando Resort, Orlando, Florida.Established in
1995, it is the first theme park designed to be a faithful replica of Diagon
Alley, the wizarding world's shopping district in the city of London.This
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